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Bowie
Flight of the Conchords

BOWIE
=====

  Em9 (x10,9080)	  C* (x35553)
    C (x32010)		   D (x57775)
   D9 (x54030)		 Am* (577555)
   Am (x02210)		  Bm (x24432)
Asus2 (x02200)		 C** (8,10,10,988)	
  C#9 (x43020)		  G* (x,10,12,12,12,x)
  D#9 (x65040)		   F (x8,10,10,10,x)
   E9 (x76050)		  F* (133211)
   F9 (x87060)		  Cm (x35543)
  F#9 (x98070)		  C# (x4666x)
    G (355433)		   A (x02220)
		  	  D* (xx0232)
			C*** (xx,10,9,88)
	

Intro:	| Em9        | C          | D9         |
	
	| Em9        | C          | D9         |

	|* Em9        | C          | D9         | Am   Asus2 |

	(*continue intro chords throughout)
Part 1:	bowie s in space, bowie s in space, what cha doing out there, man?   
	that s pretty freaky bowie, is it cold out in space bowie?
	do you want to borrow my jumper bowie?
	does the cold of deep space make your nipples go pointy bowie
	do you use your pointy nipples as telescopic antenae to transmit data back to
earth?
	i bet you do, you freaky old bastard you!
	do you have one really funky sequin space suit bowie
	or do you have several cha-changes?
	do they smoke grass out in space bowie?
	 Em9               C          C#9
	 or do they smoke astro-turf?
		      D9                         D#9            E9
	receiving tranmission from david bowie s nipple antenae
	             F9               F#9             Em9
	do you read me luitenant bowie, i said do you read me leutenant bowie



LINK:	| G                | G                |

	 G                               C*
Part 2:	 this is bowie to bowie: do you hear me out there man?
	 D                      C*       G
	 this is bowie back to bowie: i read you loud and clear man, whoo yeah man!
	                          C*                                D
	 your signal s weak on my radar screen, how far out are you man?
	               C                      G
	i m pretty far out, that s pretty far out man

	        Am*
Part 3:	ooo-aah-ooo, i m orbiting pluto
	        Bm                                                       C**
	ooo-aah-ooo, i m drawn in by its groovitational (groovitational) pull
	
	i m jamming out with the mick-jagger-naughts, ooo
	         G*         F      D    F
	and they think it s pretty cool man

	 F*                                 Am*
Part 4:  are you okay bowie, what was that sound?
	                                   Cm
	i don t know man i have to turn my ship around
	                      G                                   C#
	ooo it s the craziest thing, yeah i m picking it up on my LSD screen
	                A
	Can you see the stratosphere ringing?
	 D*
	to the choir of afro-nauts singing

	 G*                 C***  
Outro:	 bowie s in space, bowie, bowie, bowie, bowie, bowie, bowie
	 G*                 C***
	 bowie s in space, bowie, bowie, bowie, bowie, bowie, bowie
	 G*
	eanie a me-meanie minie mowie, phasers on funky
	 C***                                                   G*
	eanie A me-meanie minie mowie, A-B-B-B-B-B-B-bowie s in space!

-rigs-


